The
Social Justice Syllabus Design Tool:
A First Step in Doing Social Justice Pedagogy Workshop

Social Justice Pedagogy Reflections

My personal definition of Social Justice Pedagogy is...

My personal definition of social justice pedagogy shows up in the classroom in the following ways:
Syllabi Reflections

When I was in college...

* a *good* syllabus generally included...

* a *not-so-good* syllabus generally included or excluded...

The *subtext* of my syllabus...

* gives the impression that *I am*...

* gives the impression that *students are*...

* gives the impression that the *classroom is*...

* gives the impression that *learning is*...

I currently promote relationship in my syllabus by...
Typical Course Introduction

Welcome to Research and Statistics. This class will teach you how to design research studies and critique basic research designs, select the right statistical tests, and interpret statistical findings used in research studies in your major. The course focuses on critical thinking about research and strengthens quantitative reasoning. If you did well in your basic math course or introduction to statistics course, you will likely do well in this course. You will learn new statistical language and be expected to calculate descriptive statistics. You need to do all the assigned reading before class or you will be unprepared for the class discussion. If you miss more than three classes, you will fail this course. If you don’t put in enough effort, do all the readings, and complete all the practice assignments, you will not get a very good grade. Papers turned in late will be penalized two points per day that they are late. Our department has a strong policy about plagiarism and if you copy work of others, you will fail this class. If you do it a second time, you may be asked to leave the major.

Revisions Using the Tool

I currently promote community in my syllabus by...

I currently promote learning as a process in my syllabus by...
Setting Our Intentions

Challenges I See in Incorporating SJP in My Class Are…

This Fall I Intend to Revise My Syllabi By…

❖ Relationship:

❖ Community:

❖ Process:
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